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A Study of Imports

By C. £. V. LESER*

1. INTRODUCTION

The desirability of obtaining some knowledge
about the behaviour of imports is obvious and needs
little emphasizing. In present-day conditions, the
concepts of "balance of trade" and "balance of
payments" are by no means of interest to the
academic economist alone. Their behaviour, through
economic policy measures which ensue, has a
profound effect upon every-day economic life. It is
no wonder therefore that public attention tends to
concentrate on the fairly up-to-date information
which becomes regularly available as regards the
course of merchandise imports and exports. To see
developments in foreign trade in their proper per-
spective, an understanding of the forces which
prevail upon the levels of imports and exports would
seem very much worthwhile.

It is a well-known fact that imports and exports
are far from keeping in a constant relation to each
other and may indeed, in the short run at least,
move in opposite directions. Not only that but the
determining influences which bear upon the levels
of imports and exports are quite different. Imports
may be looked upon as depending very much upon
economic conditions at home, whilst demand factors
operating in the outside world certainly have an
important, if not predominant, bearing upon
exports. In the language of the econometrician,
imports are generally treated as endogenous but
exports commonly as exogenous in a model of the
economy, whether it is fully specified or its theo-
retical existence only implied. It follows that a
symmetrical approach to both aspects of foreign
trade does not seem promising and that the two
external trade entities should be studied separately.

The present investigation is devoted to imports
and to some extent follows the lines of a substantial
study for the United Kingdom undertaken by Scott

*The author of this paper is a Research Professor of the
Economic and Social Research Institute. The paper has been
accepted for publication by the Institute. The author is respon-
sible for the contents of the paper including the views expressed
therein,

(I963). It modifies and extends the results obtained
for Ireland in a shorter and earlier study by Leser
(i963). The period of analysis extends to the end
of i964.

The first part of the present paper consisting of
sections z and 3 is largely descriptive, designed to
set out some relevant facts and figures. Although a
good deal of statistical data are published, they are
not invariably readily available in a form which
permits comparison and analysis. Data assembly
has therefore been an important part of the work
carried out, and it is hoped that some service will
have been rendered by the presentation of the data
in the text and appendix. Section z gives annual
data over a varying number of post-war years,
whilst section 3 deals with quarterly data and
seasonal patterns.

Sections 4 and 5 form the second part of the
main body of the paper, in which it is attempted to
obtain, by means of econometric analysis, relation-
ships connecting imports with some determining or
associated factors. Section 4 operates on a macro-
level, studying merchandise imports as a whole and
disaggregated into four categories: food, drink and
tobacco; crude materials; fuels and lubricants;
miscellaneous goods. The analysis in section 5 is
concerned with fifty-five commodity groups which
make up visible imports.

Although exports are not the main subject of
attention, nevertheless they cannot be altogether
left out of the picture. The level of exports influences
the level of imports both directly, through require-
ments which are generated, and indirectly, since the
state of the balance of payments affects government
policy with regard to imports and the degree of
corrective action which may be needed. The
problems of exports and the balance of payments are
discussed in section 6, which is followed by a brief
final section summarising the previous findings and
presenting some conclusions.
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2. IMPORTS OVER THE POST-WAR YEARS

There are two senses in which the word "imports"
is commonly used, according to whether services
are included or excluded. For merchandise imports
alone, also referred to as imports of goods or visible
imports, statistical information is available in con-
siderable detail by calendar month, by commodity
and by country of origin; and the bulk of the
analysis carried out here is confined to these
imports. Nevertheless a short account and discussion
of the changes in imports of all goods and services,
thus taking imports in the widest sense, does not
seem out of place. Table I, based on national
accounts data, shows the totals of imports of goods
and services both at current and at i958 prices,
together with the price index which is implied by
the published totals.

Between 1947 and 1964, imports of goods and
services increased by i6x % in value terms and by
87% in volume terms. The divergence between the
two series is chiefly accounted for by the experience
of the years i95o-i95I, between which import
prices were permanently lifted up to a higher level.
As a result, the value of imports in the i95os was
well above that in the early post-war years, although
between 1947 and 1958 imports in i958 prices
fluctuated within the range of £2oo-24° million
only, around a virtually constant trend. Since i958
imports rose rapidly, and most of the increase is
accounted for by higher quantities rather than
prices. Even over the period i953-64, an increase
by 91% in value terms may be seen as composed of
increases by 68% in quantum terms and only
I3½% in price terms.

The increase in imports may be seen in its proper

"FABLE I: IMPORTS OF GOODS AND SERVICES,
1947-64

Value of imports (£ million) at Implied price
Year index

Current prices I958 prices (I958 = IOO)

1947 150"0 200"5 74"8
I948 154"6 203"5 76"0
1949 I48"2 202"9 73’0
195° 179"1 226.2 79"2
1951 226"6 237"3 95"5
I952 195"9 202"4 96"8
1953 205"2 222"1 92"4
1954 202"7 218"3 92’9
1955 232"7 242"4 96"0
1956 208.9 2iy2 98"0
1957 208.2 20I’8 lO3"2
1958 222"1 222"1 I00’0

1959 238"2 242"6 98"2
196o 255"1 255"8
1961

99"7
290"5 287"6 1oi.o

1962 308"0 303"4 lol.51963 343"9 333"1 io3.2
x964 392 374 I04"8

Source: C.S.O., National Income and Expenditure i964;
last colunm derived.
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TABLE 2: IMPORTS AS PROPORTION OF FINAL
EXPENDITURE, I947-64

1947
1948
1949
195o
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
I96O
1961
1962
1963
1964

Year

.°

.°

°°

°.

°.

Mean
1947-64 ..
1953-64 ..

°.

°,

°.

,°

°.

.°

°°

°.

% of im

Current prices

31"1

29’7
27"5
31"o
35"1
29"1
28"1
27"7
29"7
27"2
26.4
27.0
27"3
27’5
28.7
28"4
29"3
29"3

28"9
28’0

~orts at

1958 prices

28"4
27"8
26’9
28’7
29"3
25"7
27"0
26"5
28’1
25"9
24"7
27"0
27"9
27"9
29"4
29’9
3i.o
32"6

28"0
28.2

Source: Derived from C.S.O., National Income and
Expenditure 1964.

perspective when imports are expressed as a propor-
tion of total final expenditure. This total is by
definition equal to personal expenditure plus govern-
ment current expenditure plus gross fixed capital
formation plus stock changes plus exports of goods
and services; according to a well-known national
accounts identity it is also equal to imports of goods
and services plus gross national product. The
alternative procedure of expressing imports as a
percentage ratio to gross national product has the
drawback that it suggests imports to be part of
national product, which is not the case.

The proportion of total final expenditure on goods
and services which is met by imports shows a
remarkable degree of constancy. Whether measured
in current or in i958 prices, it tended to fluctuate
during the period 1947-64 around a level of 28-29 %,
or about two-sevenths.

The question whether the share of imports has
remained more stable at current or at constant
prices raises a neat point of statistical measure-
ment. If variability is measured by the standard
deviation, then the import share varied on the
average over the period 1947-64 by 2.o4 percentage
points if based on current prices or by 1.94 per-
centage points if based on constant prices. Both
series thus appear to be about equally stable. It is,
furthermore, clearly seen that the ratio of current
price totals fluctuated more than the ratio of
constant price totals during the early part of the
period, say 1947 to z953; since about 1953, on the



other hand, the ratio of current price totals has been
the much less variable one.

If, however, variability is meant to represent the
presence, and stability the absence, of a noticeable
regular trend, then the volume ratio is clearly seen
to be more variable than the value ratio. A quadratic
trend, fitted to the data in Table z, is much more
successful in explaining the variations in the second
than in the first column of figures, yielding a co-
efficient of determination amounting to .696 as
against .264 and regression coefficients which are
significant at the 1% level as against coefficients of
doubtful significance. This conclusion remains valid
if data from 1953 alone are considered.

Thus it seems justifiable to state that imports of
goods and services at current prices have tended to
remain a more or less constant proportion of total
final expenditure. Before discussing any possible
implications, it may be asked whether a similar
statement may be made with regard to merchandise
imports alone. This will now be investigated.

TABLE 3-" IMPORTS AND FINAL EXPENDITURE ON
GOODS, 1953-64

Year

At current
prices:

1953
1954
1955
I956
1957
1958
1959

, 196o
196I
1962
1963
1964

Mean
proportion

At 1958
prices:

1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
196o
1961
1962
1963
1964

Mean
proportion

Imports as
Merchandise Final proportion

imports expenditure of final
on goods expenditure

£ million £ million %

185"4 522"0 35"5
183’o 521"0 35"I
207"7 563"1 36"9
i82.8 539"3 33"9
184"2 555’9 33"1
199"o 578"4 34"4
212.6 618"4 34’4
226"2 66o’o 34"3
261"4 727"7 35"9
273"7 774"5 35"3
3o6"9 843"o 36"4
348 965 36.I

35"1

I98"8 579"4 34"3
194.6 579"4 33"6
213"5 61o’3 35’0
184"2 575’8 32"0
176"5 573’1 30"8
199"o 578"4 34"4
217"4 614.9 35"4
227"0 653"8 34"7
259"4 7o9"5 36"6
271’3 732"6 37’0
298"8 782"7 38.2
336 846 39"7

35’1

Source: Merchandise at current prices from Trade and
Shipping Statistics and from Trade Statistics of Ireland, 1953
and 1954 figures adjusted. Other figures computed from C. S.O.,
National Income and Expenditure 1962, 1964.

In Table 3, total merchandise imports at current
and constant prices for each year from 1953 to 1964
are presented and related to a total of final expendi-
ture on goods, specially constructed for this purpose.
Final expenditure on goods has been taken as the
sum of personal expenditure on goods--food, drink
and tobacco, clothing and footwear, fuel and power,
durable household goods, transport equipment, and
other goods--plus investment, both in fixed capital
and stocks, plus merchandise exports. Goods con-
sumed by visitors, and thus some invisible exports,
are included.

It is not surprising to find that by eliminating
services from the field of enquiry, the numerical
importance of imports is raised. Imports account for
about 35%, or more than a third, of the final
expenditure on all goods, as against 30% or less for
goods and services together. Otherwise, Table 3
confirms the picture which was conveyed by Table 2,
except that the year-to-year fluctuations in the
proportion of imports are shown up even more
clearly. Over the period 1953-64, both current and
constant price percentages tend to show a down-
ward movement, followed by an upswing. The
variations are more marked and to a larger extent
explained by a quadratic trend for the constant
price than for the current price series.

The divergence between the value and volume
series for the share of imports in final expenditure,
which had been observed for goods and services,
carl thus not be solely attributed to larger price rises
for services than for goods. Even in the field of
merchandise, there is a tendency for imports to
become relatively cheaper and to expand relatively
more in volume terms than for national production.
Some association between the two phenomena, and
a price elasticity of the demand for imports in the
neighbourhood of --I, is thus suggested. This point
will be more fully investigated in section 4.

It seems worthwhile to present a less aggregated
picture of imports now. Whilst emphasis will be on
a breakdown by commodity groups, presentation of
these data will be preceded by a short tabulation of
imports by country of origin.

The outstanding feature of Table 4 is the contrast
between the course of imports from European and
non-European countries. The former have shown
substantial increases, at ally rate in value terms; the
latter merely fluctuated around a constant trend
until recent years and then began to grow slowly.
This change in the geographical pattern largely
reflects a change in the commodity pattern of trade,
since a large" part of the imports from other con-
tinents consists in food, drink and tobacco; and
imports in this sector have not increased as much
as in other sectors, as will be shown shortly.



Year

1947
1948
1949
195o
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955

1956
1957
1958
1959
196o
1961
1961
1963
I964

TABI2 4: IMPORTS BY ORIGIN, 1947-64

Value of imports (£ million) tom

United Rest of Other All
Kingdom Europe continents countries

54"5 2I"5 55"3 I31’3
73"4 I6"2 46"7 I36’3
74"6 18"5 37.1 13o.2
84"4 25"9 49"1 I59"4
95"7 41.2 67’7 2o4"6
87’6 33"7 50’9 I72’3
92"5 39"7 50"3 I82"5

1OO"2 36"7 43"o 179"9
lO7"5 42"6 54"3 204"3
11o’6 42"7 54"3 207"7
lO4"7 37"4 4o’7 182.8
Io4’6 37"8 41"7 184.2
112’0 4I’1 45"9 199"o
lO9"8 46"4 56"5 212"6
112"o 52"8 6I’3 226.2
I32"5 63"0 66.0 26I’4
136"4 7x’4 65"9 273"7
156"i 80"3 7o’o 306.4
176’5 88"5 82.8 347"8

(a)
(b)

,source: 1947-62 Trade and Shipping Statistics; I963-64
Trade Statistics of Ireland. 1955 figures (a) strictly comparable
with earlier, (b) with later years.

Since 1948, about half of all merchandise imports
came from Great Britain and Northern Ireland, but
the rate of increase from this source has been more
moderate than for imports from the remainder of
Europe, the value of which rose nearly five-fold
between 1948 and 1964. In each of the years 1962
to 1964, imports from Europe outside the U.K.
accounted for more than a quarter of the total.

For the commodity group analysis which follows,
the revised Standard International Trade Classifica-
tion (SITC) has been used as a basis. This classifica-
tion distinguishes io broad groups and 57 divisions;
no finer classification has been utilised here. The.
four categories "food, drink and tobacco", "crude
materials", "fuels and lubricants" and "miscel-
laneous goods" then comprise the SITC groups
o-1, z, 3, and 4-9 respectively. Current price data
have been derived for each year 195o-64 and the
import price group index numbers were used to
deflate the figures from 1953 onwards.

To follow the classification of imports by use
would have been an alternative and advantageous
from one point of view, but the analysis would run
into trouble owing to changes in classification,
difficulties of obtaining appropriate price indices for
deflation, and later difficulties in obtaining reliable
data for a quarterly analysis.

As seen from Table 5, imports of all kinds rose
from 195o to 1951 and dropped again in 1952, but
after that date the trends for each category showed
sharp divergences. Food imports, which were
running at a high level in 1953, subsequently fell
and then rose again slowly, not reaching the 1953
value and volume totals again till the early i96os.

TABLE 5: IMPORTS OF .FOUR CATEGORIES OF
GOODS, 195o-64

Food~ Fuels Miscel-
Year drink and Crude and laneous

tobacco materials lubricants goods

Value
(£ million)

195o 38’7 14"9 17"2 ~O’I
1951 49 "4 21 ’3 24’4 III’O

1952 39"8 15"4 23"1 96’6
I953 47"0 16.o 22"2 IOO"2

1954 33"5 17’8 23"4 lO8’3
I955 42"2 20"2 27"7 117"5
1956 27"4 18.6 28.7 I08"I

1957 35"8 17"3 28.4 Io2"7
1958 39"1 15"8 25"2 118"8
1959 43"2 18"5 26’0 125’o
196o 38"7 2I"5 26"1
1961

I39’9
50"1 2I"4 27"3 162’7

1962 49"7 21"8 26’8
1963

175"4
56"6 24"2 27"9 I98"2

1966 59"6 27"3 29"6 131"3

Volume
(1953----lOO)

1953 1oo.o IOO’O I00’0 IOO’O

1954 68.1 112"O Io8"3 1o7’5
1955 8I"4 I23"1 122’0 114"2
I956 55’0 I12"7 120"2 IOl.6
I957 68"7 Io2’3 zo2.8 92’9
1958 75"4 io6.o I08"0 I09"2

1959 84"5 I23"3 I20"O z16.8
I96o 76"2 132.8 I21"4 127"9
1961 1oo"5 135"8 128’O z45"o
1962 98"2 144"6 126"5 156"6
1963 112"o 159"1 129’4 174"3
1964 115"1 I7o"9 134"2 203"5

,Source: Value derived from Trade and Shipping Statistics
and from Trade Statistics of Ireland (I95o-54 figures for
misc. goods adjusted); volume with help of C.S.O. import
price index numbers.

Fuel imports rose sharply until the middle of the
195os but afterwards, and on balance over the whole
post-war period, only slightly. A more marked
increase was observed for crude materials, but the
most striking increase of all took place in the
miscellaneous group of commodities, which contains
mainly semi-manufactured and manufactured goods.
Between 1953 and 1964, imports of this category
more than doubled not only in value but also in
quantum terms.

Whilst the distinction between four categories of
imported goods shows up some considerable dif-
ferences in expansion rates, it must conceal others
which a more detailed breakdown would reveal.
Tables 6 and 7, based on the value of imports by
SITC division, are designed to convey further
information. The detailed figures for each year from
195o to 1964 are given in Appendix Table AI; for
the years prior to 196o for which the unrevised
SITC classification was followed, some reconcilia-
tion and rearrangement of published data was
necessary. To give a clearer picture of trends than a
wealth of detail could convey, three-year averages
for the beginning, middle and end of this period are
used in Tables 6 and 7.



TABLE 6: FOOD, MATERIALS AND FUELS IMPORTS BY DIVISION, I95O-51 TO I96"--64

Average annual value
SITC % of total food etc., materials

code
(£ million)

Slmrt description
or fuels etc. resp.

195o-52 I956-58 1961-64 I95o-52 I956-58 1962-64

DO Live animals..     .. .... 0"47 4"39 XI’25 I’I 12"901 Meat and meat preparations .... ~o"3o"13 o"I6 0"22 o.3 O"5o2 Dairy products and eggs .... 0.4I"54 o’o6 O’II 3"6 0"2 0"2
03 Fish and fish preparations .... 0"58 0"57 0"98 1"4 I’7 1.8
04 Cereal and cereal preparations .... 15"28 6.65 9"3I I6.8
o5 Fruit and vegetables..     ..                  .. 35"9 19"5

06 Sugar, sugar preparations and honey ..
6"84 6"o4 9’o9 I6"I 17’7 16.43’81 1.92 2’74 8"9

o7 Coffee, tea, cocoa, spices, etc ..... 5"6 4"9
08 Feeding stuffs for animals

7"26 6"57 7"8o 17"o
.. .. x9"3 14"I

I’OO 2"75 5"10 2"3 8.i
09 Miscellaneous food preparations .. 9’2

o’29 0"24 0"99 o.7 0.7 1"8
II Beverages .. .. .. .. .. I’II 1.59 3’O1 2’6
I2 Tobacco and tobacco manufactures .. 4"6 5"4

4"31 3"I7 4"72 IO’I 9"3 8"5

O, I Food, drink and tobacco .... 42"62 34"12, 55"31 I00"0 IOO’O IOO’O

21 Hides, skins and undressed furskin .. 0’47 0"63 0’70 2"7
22 Oil seeds, nuts and kernels .... 0"87

3"6 2"9
o"7I o’7o 5.i 4"I13 Crude rubber ...... 2"9

I’OI I’O7 1 "44 5’8 6"2
14 Wood, lumber and’cork ...... 5"87

5’9
3"45 5"76 20’0

15 Pulp and waste paper ...... 34"1 23"6

16
I’31 1 "44

Textile fibres and waste ....
1.89 7"6

4"56
8"3

6"36 26"5
7’7

36.9~7, 28 Crude fertilisers and minerals, metal ores
9"Io 37’3

and scrap                           .. 1"70 I’81 3"32 10’5~9 Crude animal and vegetable materials .. 9"9 I3"6
I "42 1"79 1"50 8"3 10"4 6"2

Crude materials ...... 17"21 i7.26 24"40 I00’0 IOO’O I00’0

32 Coal, coke and briquettes .. io.88 9"42 8"30 50"4
33 Petroleum and petroleum products .. io.68 17"82 19"66

34"3 29’5

]4, 35 Gas and electrical energy .... 49’5 65"o 69"9
0"02 0’I9 o"17 O’I o’7 0’6

3 Fuels and lubricants .... 2I"57 27"43 28"13 IOO’O I00’0 IO0’O

Source: Derived from

It should be noted that the 195o-52 average of all
merchandise imports amounted to £18o.6 million
and the 1956-58 average to £188.7 million which is
only 4½% higher, but the 1962-64 average is £3o9.5
million, or 64% above the 1956-58 level. All figures
are in current prices, but as previously shown, price
rises only account for a small proportion of the
increase whilst volume increases are chiefly respon-
sible.

Between 195o-52 and 1956-58, the value of food,
drink and tobacco imports declined by 2o%; between
1956-58 and 1962-64 it rose by 62%. During this
period, the pattern of these imports underwent
substantial changes. Live animal imports which
were small after the war increased steadily and in the
most recent period studied accounted for one-fifth
of all imports in the food group. On the other hand,
the value of cereal imports fell sharply and sub-
sequently only rose moderately so that their share in
the food, drink and tobacco imports fell from one-
third to one-sixth. Between 195o-52 and 1956-58
imports of dairy products and of sugar and sugar
preparations also declined in importance, whilst
imports of feeding stuffs became numerically more
important.

The pattern of imports in the fuels and lubricants
group also showed a very substantial shift. Imports

Appendix Table AI.

of solid fuels declined both in absolute value and in
their relative share, whilst the converse applies to
petrol and allied products.

The value of all crude materials imports was
practically the same in 1956-58 as in i95o-52, but
textiles occupied a far greater and wood a far smaller
proportion at the later than at the earlier date. In
the subsequent six-year interval, when total materials
imports increased by 4i%, this expansion was
followed by most of the commodites included, and
there were no radical changes in the composition of
materials imports.

Imports of most commodities shown in Table 6
and discussed so far have remained relatively static
over the post-war years. The commodities listed in
Table 7, on the other hand, belong to that sector of
merchandise imports which experienced the fastest
growth in recent years and over the period 195o-64
as a whole.

Whilst imports for most commodities in the
miscellaneous category are at a higher level in
1962-64 than in either 195o-52 or 1956-58, there
are a few which show especially high rates of
increase. An outstanding example is the rise in
imports of non-electric machinery which trebled in
value over the whole observation period. Imports of
electrical machinery and transport equipment also

5



TABLE 7" MISCELLANEOUS GOODS IMPORTS BY DIVISION, 195o-52 TO 1962-64

SiTC
code

41
42
43

5I

52
53
54
55
56
57"
58
59

61-

62
63
64

65
66
67
68
69

71
72
73

-81:

82~

83
84
85
86

89

9

4-9

Short description

Animal oils and fats ......
Vegetable oils and fats ......
Processed oils, fats and waxes ....

Chemical elements and compounds    ..
Crude chemicals from coal, petroleum, etc.
Dyeing, tanning and colouring materials
Medicinal and pharmaceutical products ..
Perfume materials, toilet preparations, etc.
Manufactured fertilisers ......
Explosives and pyrotechnic products ..
Plastic materials, cellulose and resins ..
Miscellaneous chemical materials and

products ..........

Leather, leather manufactures and dressed
furskin                             ....     ..     ...    ..

Rubber manufaei:ures .. .. .°
Wood and cork manufactures
Paper, paperboard and manufactures

thereof
Textile yarn: "fabries: made:up goods, et’c:
Non-metallic mineral manufactures    ..
Iron and steel .... °° .°
Non-ferrous metals ......
Mafiufactures of metal ......

Non-electric machinery ......
Electrical machinery and appliances ..
Transport equipment ......

Plumbing, heating and lighting fixtures
and fittings ........

Furniture ......
Travel goods; hand£ags, ete .....
Clothing ..........
Footwear .........
Instruments, optical goods, watches and

clocks                ..           ..
Miscellaneous manu’factured articles ..

Unclassified commodities and transactions

Average annual value (£ million)

195o-52

0.61
1.88
o"19

i.o2
0’20
I "27
1"39
0.30
2"23
0"22
0"27

1’28

1"I9I’O0
I ’53

5"24
16.96

3 "4°

4"35
x.6z
7"34

11’22
6"92
9’26

1"14
o’25
0"II
3"45
0’28

1’73
3"41

I956-58

o"31
0.86
o.i7

2"10
0.30
i’IO
2.05
0’62
4"47
0"21
1"23

1 "49

0"88
0"95
I’20

4"77
12"95

1"80
5"o1
2"29
5"72

15"86
5"36

15"38

0"85
o’15
o’o7
1"33
0"28

I’48
4"93

13"68

1962-64

0"29
I "06
o.36

3’51
0’24
1.65
3"95
1"24
6"39
0.30
4’72

2"65

1.89
1.64
1"75

7’50
20.74

3"80
9"30
5"03

lO’52

35"86
I5"37
23"31

1"87
0"53
0"27
2"36
o’58

3"20
9"05

zo.68

% of total miscellaneous goods

I95O-52 1956-58

0.6 0’3
1’9 0.8
0"2 0"2

z.o 1"9
0"2 0"3
I"3 I’O
1"4 1"9
0’3 0.6
2"2 4’z
0"2 0"2
0’3 z.1

I’3 1’4

z’2 0.8
1.o 0’9
I"5 1"1

5"3 4"3
I7"1 11.8

3"4 1.6
4°4 4"6
1"6 2"1
7"4 5"2

11"3 14’4
7"o 4’9
9"3 14"o

1’1 0.8
0"3 o’I
o’I o’I
3"5 ~-2
0.3 0.3

I"7 1"3
3’4 4’5

8"0 I2"5

ioo.o 1oo.o

1962-64

o’i
o.5
0"2

1"7o°i
0-8
2’0
0.6 ""
3"2
o.i
2’3

1.3

0.9
0.8
0.9

3"7
lO.31.9
4"6
2"5
5"2

17’8
7"6

1I"6

7"95

Miscellaneous goods .... 99"2I Io9"85 2o1"64 IOO’O

Source: Derived from Appendix Table AI.

0.9 .0.3
O’1
I’2
0"3

1"6
4"5

lO’3

rose and these three groups together account for a

£47 million increase between 195o-52 and 1962-64,
almost half the increase for all goods in the mis-
cellaneous sector; in 1962-64, almost three-eights of
the amount spent on miscellaneous goods went on
these three items. The bulk of the machinery
imports are for industrial purposes, including agri-
culture, though electrical machinery and appliances
also contain a substantial element of durable con-
sumer goods; to a lesser extent, this applies to non-
electrical machinery which includes a few items such
as sewing machines. Imports of transport equipment
are dominated by motor car components of which
the greater part are for private cars, the lesser for
lorries and buses.

A very striking, increase is also observed for
imports of plastic and allied materials, which formed
a negligible proportion of miscellaneous imports in
195o-52 but more than 2% in 1962-64. Imports of
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other chemicals, furthermore, show substantial
increases, which are very marked for chemical
elements and compounds, medicinal and pharma-
ceutical products, and manufactured fertilizers.
Other goods for which imports rose faster than the
average are non-ferrous metals and unclassified
items, which include postal packages and temporary
transactions.

For materials and manufactures of a more
traditional character, the rise in imports has been
relatively moderate, and they have thus lost relatively

¯ in importance in the import bill. An important
category of goods to which this applies are textiles
which include yarn and fabrics made of a variety of
materials. In some cases, notably for animal and
vegetable oils and fats, there has actually been a
long-term decline in imports. Nevertheless the rise
in imports is sufficiently widespread to justify the
treatment of this large category of goods as a unit.



The general picture which emerges from the
whole of this analysis is one of substantial changes
in the composition of imports. Whilst imports as a
whole have roughly kept in proportion with total
final expenditure, this is not so with regard to

individual items which may show very much lower
or higher expansion rates. Both between and within
the four broad categories of imports, there are
variations in experience which invite and deserve
further study.

3. SHORT-TERM

To establish the medium-term and long-term
changes which the level and composition of imports
has undergone, an analysis of yearly data is sufficient.
For further study, the use of data which are pub-
ished on a monthly or quarterly basis is desirable,
but this raises the problem of seasonality. In a
regression analysis, seasonal variation can be taken
care of by dummy variables, and this will in fact be
done in section 4. Some knowledge of seasonality
patterns is, however, of direct interest and an
analysis of quarterly data will therefore be carried
out here.

TABLE 8: IMPORT VALUE EACH QUARTER, x953-64

Year

I953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
196o
196I
1962
I963
I964

Mean

Value of merchandise imports (£ miUion)
in quarter

I II

45 ’2 44’0
47"3 43"8
55"4 50.5
52"9 46’7
47"8 45 "4
48"7 51"5
54"5 53"6
57"0 55"9
65.8 67"4
67"3 67"3
69"4 80’0
87"7 9I’I

I--?T-
4x’9
42"8
47"7
39"5
42"6
44"5
50"7
52’2
62"3
64"7
69’9
81"2

53"3

1IV Mean

5 :t.4 45"6
46.0 45"o
54"x 5I’9
43 "8 45 "7
48"3 46’o
54"3 49.8

53"8 53"z
61.2 56"6
65 "8 65"3
74"3 68"4
87"6 76"7
87"9 [ 87"0

] 6o’7 ] 57"6

Source: Irish Statistical Bulletin, Trade Statistics of Ireland;
last column and last line derived.

The value of imports in each calendar quarter
from I953 to i964 is reproduced in Table 8. A
comparison of quarterly means shows that imports
tended to be below average in the third and above
average in the other quarters, particularly the fourth.
The regularity with which this variation is observed
even within individual calendar years suggests a
recurring seasonal pattern, which is somewhat
blurred by a trend.

Estimates of additive seasonal components have
been made by means of the formulae which are
implicitly used when the trend is assumed to be
linear, and these have been converted into seasonal
indices by expressing them as percentages of the
overall mean, and by adding or subtracting the
percentage to or from xoo. The justification of this
procedure has been described by Leser (i966).

FLUCTUATIONS

The seasonal indices derived here, which may be
used as deflators to obtain seasonally corrected
figures, are 1o3"4 for the first, Iox’6 for the second,
9r’8 for the third and io3.2 for the fourth quarter.
This clearly demonstrates the fact that imports are
generally a good deal lower in the third than in any
other calendar quarter. In other words, imports do
not tend to be evenly distributed over the year;
in times of a stationary trend, about 26% of all
merchandise imports takes place each in the first
and fourth, but only 23% in the third calendar
quarter.

This conclusion remains valid when imports are
measured in constant instead of current prices, since
there is no evidence of any seasonality for import
prices. When, however, the totals for all imports are
disaggregated, quite different seasonal patterns
emerge for the individual series.

The quarterly volume index of imports, with the
1953 average as base, is reproduced in Appendix
Table A3. Furthermore, quarterly volume indices
for imports of food, drink and tobacco, of crude
materials, of fuels and lubricants, and of mis-
cellaneous goods, were estimated on a similar basis
as the annual volume indices which have already
been encountered in section 2 and presented in
Table 5; these quarterly indices are shown in
Appendix Table A4. Seasonal indices for each
category of goods were derived in the same way as
those for the value of total imports, and the results
are shown in Table 9.

The seasonality patterns show appreciable con-
trasts. The seasonal fluctuations are most marked
for food, drink and tobacco imports, which tend to
be highest in the fourth and lowest in the third
quarter, with the first quarter also being above and

TABLE 9: SEASONAL INDICES FOR VOLUME OF

IMPORTS, t953-64

Category

Food, drink and
tobacco ....

Crude materials
Fuels and lubricants
Miscellaneous goods

All merchandise
imports ....

Seasonal index for quarter

I II iiI

io4.2 94"6 85"1
tot"5 96"o 95"6

98.2 xo1.8 98"z
xo4"5 xo4"7 91"9

IV

1o2.8



the second below average. The pattern of relatively
high imports during the autumn and winter months,
with low imports in spring and summer, is also
shown by crude materials, though the differences
are not as large as for the food group. Imports of
miscellaneous goods, on the other hand, are high in
the first and low in the second haft of the year,
particularly the July-September quarter. Fuels and
lubricants imports as a whole show only slight
seasonal variation; as will be seen, this does not hold
good for the major items in this group.

All four import categories possess the property of
a low seasonal index for the third calendar quarter.
With the exception of the small fuel group, a
seasonal index above Ioo is also a recurring feature
in the first quarter. The effect of very high food,
drink and tobacco imports on the fourth quarter’s

¯ import bill is partly offset by moderately low imports
of the numerically important miscellaneous group.
The various groups show a contrasting behaviour
during the second quarter.

In order to identify more clearly those com-
modities of which imports are particularly liable to
seasonal variations, a more detailed analysis, though
based on a shorter period, was made. For this
purpose, merchandise imports by C.S.O. division
each quarter in I962-64 were used as a basis. For
these years, the C.S.O. classification closely follows
the SITC, the main exception being the treatment
of temporary live animal imports; these are included
with unclassified transactions in the SITC but with
live animals in the C.S.O. classification scheme.

The seasonal pattern observed for these years
differs slightly from that obtained for the full
x953-64 period. The highest seasonal indices now
apply, in that order, to the second and fourth
quarter. The main feature, the low seasonal index
for the third quarter, is retained. Seasonal factors in
I962-64 thus tended to raise the import bill for the
first quarter by £o.9o million, that for the second
quarter by £3"26 million and that for the fourth
quarter by £z’43 million; conversely the third
quarter total was reduced by £6.59 million.

Seasonal components and indices were computed
for each C.S.O. division, and the various sets of
seasonal indices were seen to exhibit considerable
differences. The problem then arose to find a
measure by which the commodity groups could be
classified according to the distinctiveness of their
seasonal pattern. The following is the procedure
adopted.

A set of expected additive seasonal components
was computed for each C.S.O. division, on the
hypothesis that the overall seasonal indices of
Ioi.2, Io4"2, 91.5 and to3.i respectively were
applicable. The four differences between actual and
expected seasonal components, with sum zero, were
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obtained; the sum of their squares was computed
and divided by the mean value of imports for the
commodity group. The groups were then ranked
according to this descriptive measure obtained.

The sixteen items which, according to the chosen
criterion, show the most distinctive seasonal patterns,
are in this order: Manufactured fertilisers; tobacco;
sugar, sugar preparations and honey; coffee, tea,
cocoa, spices, etc.; wood, lumber and cork; live
animals; crude animal and vegetable materials; non-
electric machinery; transport equipment; cereals and
cereal preparations; parcel post and special trans-
actions; feeding-stuffs for animals; petroleum and
petroleum products; coal, coke and briquettes; hides,
skins and undressed furskin; textile fibres and waste.
Between them, they account for more than half of
the total value of merchandise imports.

It should be noted that most of the items listed
here fall into the food, materials or fuel groups.
Out of thirty-one items which make up the mis-
cellaneous category of imports, only four are marked
with a distinctive seasonal pattern; most of the
others thus follow the general tendency for imports
to be substantially lower in the third than in any
other calendar quarter.

The seasonal indices themselves are presented in
Table to. It must be borne in mind that in some
cases, the regular seasonal fluctuation is combined
with substantial irregular movements, and the
seasonal component estimates are unstable. In
particular, this applies to cereals and cereal prepara-
tions, sugar, sugar preparations and boney, tobacco,
petroleum and petroleum products, non-electric
machinery and transport equipment.’ On the other
hand, practically all the variation is of a seasonal
character in the case of manufactured fertilisers.

Nevertheless, Table io demonstrates clearly the
way in which the seasonal indices for aU imports and
for the four categories of imports are built up. For
example, the high level of food, drink and tobacco
imports which is observed for the fourth quarter is
seen to be particularly associated with relatively
large imports of live animals, non-alcoholic bever-
ages, feeding stuffs and tobacco, even though partly
counteracted by relatively small imports of cereals
and sugar. During the third quarter, live animal and
sugar imports tend to be high, but the effect is far
outweighed by low imports of other food items and
tobacco. High imports of some and low imports of
other items more or less cancel out in their effect
upon first and second quarter food, drink and
tobacco imports.

The almost even distribution over the year of
fuels and lubricants imports is brought about by
high coal imports during the winter and high
petroletim imports during the summer, which
practically offset each other. A similar effect is



TABLE IO: SEASONAL PATTERNS FOR IMPORT VALUE, I962-64

Average Seasonal index for quarter
CSO Description value
code £ million I II III IV

D.O Live animals-. -- .......... 3"82 82"2 99"4 111"4 lO7"O
0"4 Cereals and cereal preparations .......... 2"33 127.8 96"7 85"I 90"4
o.6 Sugar, sugar preparations and honey ........ o’68 45’6 163"9 131.o 59"5
0"7 Coffee, tea, cocoa, spices, etc ........... 1"95 118.o 112"3 53"0 116"7
o.8 Feeding-stuffs for animals .......... I’27 77"4 97"9 97"7 127"o
I’2 Tobacco ................ 1"18 72"3 82"7 57’9 187"1

Total above .... .......... II’23 94.0 I03’I 89"9 I 13’0

Other food, drink and tobacco .......... 3’60 lO4"4 103"9 83"0 lO8"7

O, I Total food, drink and tobacco .......... 14"83 96"5 lO3"3 88"2 112"0

2.1 Hides, skins and undressed furskin ........ o"17 78"2 II4"9 143" I 63"8
2.4 Wood, lumber and cork ............ I "44 66"5 96"1 128.8 lO8.6
z.6 Textile fibres and waste ............ 2"27 116"7 98"6 90"0 94’7
Z.9 Crude animal and vegetable materials ........ 0"38 11o’9 55"7 62"4 I7I.O

Total above.. ............ 4"26 97"6 94"7 I02"9 lO4"8
Other crude materials ............ 1.84 II5"I 95"o 93"5 96"4

2 Total crude materials ............ 6"I0 lO2’9 94’8 IO0’O IO2"3

3.I Coal, coke, briquettes ............ 2"07 I18"1 92"6 77"5 iii.8
3.2 Petroleum and petroleum products ........ 4"92 91"7 lO5"3 lO5"2 97"8

3 Total fuels and lubricants (including gas and electrical energy) 7’03 99"5 IOI "5 97’0 102"0

5.6 Manufactured fertilisers ............ 1.6o 213"2 61.8 42’9 82’1

7.1 Non-electric machinery ............ 8"97 103"4 I 10"2 97"7 88"7
7.3 Transport equipment ............ 5"83 93 "2 I I4"4 79"9 112"5

9 Parcel post and special transactions ........ 4"16 84"7 112"5 86"7 I16"1

Total above..     .. .......... 20"56 lO5"3 lO8"1 86"1 IOO’5
Other miscellaneous goods .......... 28"85 lOO"7 Io4"6 93"8 lOO"9

|

~-9 Total miscellaneous goods .......... 49"41 Io2.6 I06"I 90"6 [ lOO"7

O-9 All merchandise imports ............ 77"37 lOl.2 lO4.2 9I"5I    lO3"1

observed for the crude materials group which,
seen as a whole, shows only moderate seasonal
variations.

The high concentration of manufactured fertiliser
imports in the first calendar quarter, comprising
more than half of the total imports during the year,
has a substantial effect upon the seasonal pattern of
the miscellaneous goods category, if fertilisers were
excluded, the seasonal index for the first quarter
would fall below IOO and that for the third quarter
would rise above 9°.

There are thus substantial differences in the
timing during the year of various commodity
imports. Nevertheless, a relatively low level for the
third quarter of the year appears to be an almost
universal feature. Important items such as live
animals and wood exist which tend to be imported
during the third in preference to any other calendar
quarter, but they are few and far between.

It follows that imports will generally be lower
during the second half than during the first half of

the year. At least, this is true while the trend of
imports is declining, stationary or only moderately
rising; with a rapidly rising import bill, the trend
effect may outweigh the seasonal effect. At times
when imports are stable, it appears that imports for
the second half of the year will tend to be about 5 %
below the level of the first half; and merchandise
imports for the whole year could be forecast at
1.95 times imports for the first six months.

This formula, however, does not apply in times
of a rising trend; and if imports increase at a rate
exceeding lO% per annum, as they did in some of
the I96OS, they may well be higher in the second
than in the first half of the year. Unfortunately,
there is no easy way of disentangling a trend from
irregular movements, at least not beforehand; even
for a forecaster, it is easier to be wise after than
before the event. Nevertheless, the practical impor-
tance which a knowledge of seasonality patterns has
must be obvious enough not to require any further
emphasis.
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4. SOME MACRO-RELATIONS

Having traced some of the course which imports
have been following in recent years, an attempt will
now be made to relate their movements to those in
other factors. Basically, imports constitute a demand
variable and may thus be largely explained by art
income variable and a price variable. Other possible
variables were considered but their use was not
believed to be fruitful with the available data.
Linearity in the variables was also assumed through-
out the analysis; a logarithmic transformation would
not produce very different results.

In the first approach followed, the dependent
variable will be the quarterly volume index for all
merchandise imports. The availability of quarterly
series somewhat limits the possibilities for the
choice of explanatory variables. There is no great
difficulty about the price variable, a basis for which
is provided by the published set of wholesale price
indices, which include the effect of import duties.
Quarterly wholesale price indices of imported and
home-produced goods can be derived from monthly
indices and are shown in Appendix Table A6. The
difference between the two sets in the first and
second columns of figures forms the price variable.

The best quarterly indicator of real income,
whether seen from the point of view of productive
activity or of disposable income, appears to be the
volume of industrial production index (for trans-
portable goods), shown in Appendix Table A5. In
its annual form it is highly correlated with gross
national product at constant prices, although the
two series do not move proportionately, industrial
production showing a much higher average rate of
increase than productive activity as a whole. Over
the period I953-63, the coefficient of determination
r2 for the relationship between the two variables
amounts to .978. Even when first differences are
used, r~=.73x for an ordinary regression which
implies a time trend, or r~=.724 for a regression
without constant term which implies no time trend.

A number of alternative versions were tried out
for this basic import function. Industrial production
was introduced as a current term, with a 3-months
lag behind or a 3-months lead over imports.
Similarly, a 3-months lag in import price differential
was investigated alternatively to the absence of a lag.
Some combinations of current and lagged terms
were also investigated.

Notwithstanding some attractions which the use
of year-to-year differences as regression data offers
on theoretical and practical grounds, it was decided
to retain the original data as observations here and
in further cases. It was hoped thus to obtain long-
term relationships which remained structurally valid
over the whole observation period. Alternative

regressions were, however, calculated without and
with a linear time trend.

Imports have been shown to follow a distinct
seasonal pattern, and the same applies to industrial
production though not to wholesale prices. There-
fore it is necessary to take care of seasonal effects
either by introducing dummy variables or by using
seasonally corrected data. The relative merits of
the two procedures are nicely balanced. The use of
original data with dummy variables has the advan-
tages of greater statistical efficiency under the usual
assumptions, of giving definite results which do not
depend on a somewhat arbitrary adjustment, and of
clearly specifying the degrees of freedom for
significance tests. Seasonally corrected data permit
greater flexibility with regard to the assumed form
of the seasonal component, easier preliminary
inspection of the data and easier computations; also
the resulting equation can be written with a single
constant term instead of four alternative constants
for each quarter.

In this case, the calculations being carried out by
electronic computer, it was found more advantageous
to use original data and dummy variables. The
calculations were done on an Elliott Computer
through the courtesy of Mr. Harrington of the
Agricultural Research Institute. Some regressions
based on seasonally corrected data were subsequently
worked out on a desk computer as a check, and the
differences in results obtained were found to be
almost negligible.

The observation period chosen for the dependent
variable covers the ten years from the third quarter
of 1953 up to and including the second quarter of
1963. The first half of the period was a time of
stagnation combined with sharp price movements
which arose chiefly out of the operation of import
levies; the second half of the period brought the
experience of economic growth. To ascertain
whether one single relationship could reasonably be
applied to the period as a whole, a stability test was
carried out. To this purpose, separate regressions
were fitted to each half of the observation period and
the differences in coefficients tested for significance
by an analysis of variance. Thus not only the
possibility of a shift but also that of a change in
slope was investigated.

When comparing the various regressions obtained,
it became immediately evident that there was no
indication of either a lead or a lag in production as
compared with imports. With regard to the price
variable, the position is less clear-cut as a lagged
term gives a somewhat better fit when time is
excluded but a current term gives a slightly better
fit when time is included. The introduction of a



current and a lagged price variable together improves
the fit just noticeably but the individual price
coefficients become subject to large standard errors
and can thus not be accurately estimated.

The stability test carried out shows that when time
is included as a variable, there is no evidence against
the hypothesis of a single import relationship being
valid over the whole period 1953-63. If time is not
explicitly introduced, the regression coefficients for
the two sub-periods do not differ significantly, but
the difference between the constant terms is signifi-
cant at the 5 % level. There is thus some evidence
of a shift in the import function between 1953-58
and 1958-63, and the shift is in the downward
direction. On the other hand the evidence is not so
strong as to rule out the formulation of a single
import relationship. Furthermore, a gradual shift
represented by a time trend is an acceptable
alternative.

Assuming no time trend, the import relationship
appears to be described most suitably in the form:

(’33"o4"]
m= 0.7257 q-- 1"4IOO Ap_l-t- J 22"36 L +u

(0’0742) (0"2858) ]I5"92(
L25"s8J

(la)

(R~=’925, d=I’49)

where m is import volume, q industrial production
volume and Ap wholesale price difference between
imports and home production, here referring to the
previous quarter; u is a residual. All variables are
index numbers (1953=1oo) or in the ease of Ap
derived from such index numbers. The four constant
terms apply alternatively to each calendar quarter
in that order.

Both regression coefficients are highly significant.
Their interpretation is facilitated by conversion to
elasticity form. This is effected by relating them to
the mean values over the observation period

m =110’40

q =118"14

 oLiO8.2o

where Po represents the simple mean of import and

home prices. Average elasticities eq with regard to

industrial production and ep with regard to relative
import prices are then obtained as follows:

eq=o.78

ep= --1"38

The price elasticity of the demand for imports
appears to be in the neighbourhood of --i, from
which value it does not differ significantly. This
suggests that a relative fall in import prices will tend
to raise the ratio of imports to home production in
volume terms but will leave it largely unchanged in
value terms.

Furthermore, the elasticity with regard to pro-
duction is somewhat below I, and this suggests that
in the absence of relative price changes the import
volume tended to increase less than proportionately
to production volume during the period analysed.
This relationship should, to be viewed in its proper
perspective, be looked at in combination with the
relationship between industrial production and gross
national product which has already been mentioned
and which should now be brought into quantitative
form.

Since the relationship between industrial produc-
tion volume and gross national product at constant
prices can be looked upon as an associative one, with
either variable being expressed as a function of the
other, a diagonal regression seems most appropriate.
The result is that an increase in the production index
by one point tends to be associated with an increase
in gross national product at 1958 prices by £2.615
million, or a i % increase in industrial production
with a o’483 % increase in national product.

Thus if changes in import volume are to be
related to total national production instead of
industry alone, the value of eq has to be divided by
o.483, thus yielding what may be called an income
elasticity of imports amounting to about 1.61.
Merchandise imports thus tended to increase half
as much again as gross national product in relative
terms.

The simple relationship (Ia) is not fully satis-
factory on statistical grounds, in particular the low
value of the Durbin-Watson d-statistic suggests
positive serial correlation of the residual terms. To
some extent this may indicate the omission of a
relevant variable which seems understandable as
industrial production serves very much as a proxy
variable for other allied factors in operation. How-
ever, the alternative equation obtained by including
a term with time t should now be examined. In its
most acceptable version the price variable appears
without a lag, and the relationship has the form

(’ 3"52"]
m = I.O7IOq- 1’2192Ap-o’4881t + ) --9"39 L +u

(o.1281) (0’2603) (o’1649) "] --1I’74(-
L-5"o7J

(R2=.936, d=i.69) (ib)

where t is measured in quarters, o for the fourth
quarter of 1952. The coefficient of t is significant
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at the 5 % level and not far off significance at the
I% level. The introduction of t also raises the
value of d and there is less reason to suspect the
residuals of not being random.

Converted into elasticity form, the coefficients
of q and dp become

The coefficient of Ap in (tb) which appears as a
current instead of as a lagged term, is not very
different from the corresponding coefficient in (is)
and the resulting elasticity comes even closer to
--x than in the previous equation. The coefficient
of q, on the other hand, is substantially raised by
the introduction of t. It may perhaps be interpreted
as a short-term effect and suggests that in the short
run, the volume of imports tends to rise or fall at
least as fast as industrial production and perhaps a
little faster. In the long run, this short-term effect
appears to be partly counteracted by an autonomous
reduction in imports, to the tune of about half an
index point per quarter or two points per annum;
on the average this comes to I½~o per year. This
trend may represent the effects of gradual import
substitution, adjustment to new production patterns
and similar factors.

The expression (ib) yields at any rate a reasonable
historical explanation of what happened to imports
between the middle of i953 and the middle of 1963.
Industrial production remained static during the
first five years but jumped upwards in i959 and
continued to rise rapidly. Imported products became
relatively expensive in the course of I956 but by
mid-x958 their position in comparison with home
production had been restored and I96z saw a
further relative cheapening of imports, These
factors together with a trend largely account for the
near-constant level of imports in x953-55, the low
levels in t956--57 and the subsequent steady rise.

Functions (Ia) or (tb) are less successful in
lending themselves to extrapolation beyond mid,
I963, as they tend to underestimate the subsequent
rapid rise in imports. The responsibility for this
failure to apply to a more recent period may be
sought in the highly aggregated nature of the import
function and some disaggregation will be the next
step in this analysis.

For this purpose, quarterly volume index numbers
were constructed for imports of food, drink and
tobacco, of crude materials, of fuels and lubricants
and of miscellaneous goods, from !953 to I964. The
indices were derived from data published in Trade
Statistics of Ireland with the help of monthly index
numbers of import prices, and they were adjusted so
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as to be comparable with the annual index numbers
shown in Table 5. No attempt was made to reconcile
the volume indices with the published volume index
for all imports, though an appropriately weighted
mean of the four index numbers does not differ
much, on the whole, from the published index. The
data are shown in the Appendix.

Linear regressions were formulated for each
category of imports. As in the global case, the
regressors are an income and a price variable,
dummy variables for the seasons and time as an
optional variable.

The volume of production index was used as
income variable in each instance. Its current value
was used alternatively with a 3-months or a 6-months
lag for food, drink and tobacco and for fuels and
lubricants imports, alternatively with a 3-months or
a 6-months lead for crude materials, and alternatively
with a 3-months lag or lead for miscellaneous
items. The use of leads is not a usual feature in
economic models but seems in order here as no
causality is specified, nor are the equations designed
for short-term forecasting.

The price variable consists in a difference between
wholesale price indices for imports and home
production. Those chosen, shown in Appendix
Table A6, refer to personal consumption in the case
of food, drink and tobacco and of fuels and lubri-
cants, to crude products in the case of crude
materials, and to more elaborately transformed
products in the case of miscellaneous goods. This
was felt to be the best way of getting over the
difficulty of finding really appropriate price indices.
In each case, a current term or a term lagged one
quarter were investigated alternatively.

By comparing, for any given import category, the
goodness of fit obtained by alternative regressions,
some general results were obtained. One finding was
the absence of any lag in imports behind production
but the presence of a 3-months to 6-months lead of
crude materials imports over industrial production.
The hypothesis of a 6-months lead yields a similar
value of R~ but a value of d nearer to ~ than the
alternative hypothesis and therefore seems prefer-
able. This lead of materials imports is, of course,
plausible.

Furthermore, prices seem to operate upon
imports with a 3-months lag, except in the case of
food, drink and tobacco imports for which no lag is
discerned. There is a strong time trend for imports
of miscellaneous goods but the trend, if any, is
negligible for fuels and lubricants and of doubtful
significance for the other import categories.

The results for the various import categories will
now be considered individually. In the equations
which follow, mfdt indicates food, drink and tobacco,
m¢m crude materials, ma fuels and lubricants and



mm~ miscelhmeous goods imports. Apco denotes the
wholesale differential (imported less home produced
goods) for personal consumption. Apc~ refers to
crude and Ap"1 to elaborately transformed products.

The relatively best equation for food, drink and
tobacco imports is:

(27.323
mfdt = o’5394q- I "I885Ap~° +,J I4"57 (, +u (2)

(o"1196) (0’3936) ]I3"4o[
k.35’64)

(R~=’72o, d= 1"49)

The introduction of time would leave the value of
R2 and d practically unchanged. There is evidence
of positive serial correlation in the residuals, which
transformation to first differences might have
removed and which limits the value of the equation
as the applicability of ordinary significance tests is
in doubt. Otherwise, both regression coefficients
appear significant at least at the 5 % level.

The point estimates for the elasticity with regard
to production is 0.78 and for the elasticity with
regard to price is --1.59. Thus food imports appear
to be moderately sensitive to price influence and to
increase less than proportionately to industrial pro-
duction, though approximately in proportion to gross
national product and personal consumption. But
these imports are subject to relatively large fluctua-
tions; income and price factors between them only
explain a moderate part of these fluctuations, and
a more complex explanation would have to be sought
to be fully satisfactory.

For crude materials the equation is according to
whether time is excluded or included

(34"27]
mcm=o’8323q + 2--o’4o8oApc5x + ,J i7.59 ~.+u

(0’0680) (o’I93I) /2o’221
(.26’653

(RZ=’817, d=I.62) (3a)

or

mCm = x .o676q+ ~ --0"2731APEx -o.46 x i t
(0"2047) (o.2216)     (0.3787)

f
14.58)

+ --2"64~,+u (3b)

1’73/
5’193

(R~=’824, d=I’73)

where t=o for i953 II.

In this case, the equation gives a reasonably good
explanation for the movements of imports; some

coefficients are of doubtful statistical significance,
but they are retained on theoretical grounds. The
average elasticity of crude materials imports amounts
to 0"83 with regard to industrial production and to
--o.35 with regard to price. Crude materials imports

thus tend to move in proportion to industrial output
and to be little affected by relative price movements.
Their lead over production has already been
mentioned.

The equation for fuels and lubricants is

(’8o’343
ma=o’32olq--o’37o2Ap~°~ + ~82"3o ~, +u (4)

(o"1o59) (0’3538) /79"121
( 84"46J

(R2=’375, d=2’25)

It has some unusual features. In the first instance,
the constant terms for the four quarters are practi-
cally the same, and thus one relationship virtually
holds whatever the season. Secondly, the equation
leaves a very large proportion of the fluctuations in
fuel imports unexplained. Thirdly, there is an
indication of negative rather than positive serial
correlation of residuals, or in ordinary language,
that a relatively high level of imports in one quarter
tends to be accompanied by a relatively low level
in the next and vice versa. This suggests that the
quarter-to-quarter fluctuations in fuel imports are
to some extent due to irregularities in timing,
imports commonly being anticipated by or delayed
for a quarter.

The numerical influence of the variables q and
Ap_t is relatively small, the associated average
elasticities being estimated at o.33 and --o.35
respectively. Thus fuel and lubricants imports
tended to increase less than proportionately not
only to industrial production but also to gross
national product or personal consumption at
constant prices.

For the final import equation, the inclusion of time
is strongly suggested by a significance test and by
the fact that its omission results in a d-statistic of
I’o2. The chosen equation thus is

mm~= 1’6Ollq--2.I I76Ap~x --i.i386t
(o’1766) (o’6481) (0"2524)

(33"o7"~
--)48"311, +u (5)

~56"39 (
L54’853

(R~=’95o, d=I’63)

The fit of the equation to the data is good and all
coefficients are highly significant.

Imports of miscellaneous goods appear to be
sensitive with regard to changes in industrial
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production and in relative prices, the estimated
elasticities being 1"53 and --’1.86 respectively. To
some extent, however, these elasticities represent
short-term influences, the effect of which is counter-
acted in the long-run by a declining trend. This
trend may partly reflect long-run adjustments to
increases in production and price changes which
somewhat offset the large short-run effects. Never-
theless, the equation explains the sharp increase in
miscellaneous goods imports which occurred, bythe
rapid industrial growth and relative cheapening of
imports.

The relatively high import price sensitivity of
imports in the miscellaneous category as compared
with crude materials and fuels is in accordance with
common-sense and also in broad agreement with the
findings for the United Kingdom by Scott (i963).
It is true that nothing like the very large absolute
value of the price elasticity for imports of manu-
factures-suggested by Scott to be in the neigh-
bourhood of --7--is obtained for Ireland; but of
course the classification adopted is different and the
miscellaneous goods category contains goods in
various stages of production.

Combining the import functions (2) to (5) by
applying the 1953 weights 25.3z, 8.64, 11.99 and
54.o5 respectively, a built-up function for all
merchandise imports can be obtained. Choosing the
option (3b) in preference to (3a), the built-up
import function becomes

m =(i’o4o4q +o’o922q+ ~)

--(o.3ooC°9Ap +o.o444AP~x +o’o236Ap~x

( o’o6~
+l’1446Apel_1) --o’6553t--~12"79~ +u (6)

117"45!
klO’4I]

The equation gives a fairly good fit to the volume of
all merchandise imports, particularly if this is
calculated from the individual volume indices by
applying the weights given above; we then get a
coefficient of determination R2=.95x. Compared
with (Ib) it is also based on an extended observation
period and may thus be considered as a superior
import function.

Further improvements might have been effected
by formulating and testing more elaborately specified
import functions. In view of the previously men-
tioned data limitations, it was, however, not thought
worthwhile to look for great refinements in this
direction.

The import-function (6) is based on observations
up to the second quarter of 1964. If used for
extrapolation, the following theoretical figures are
obtained for the volume of imports in the subsequent
four quarters, showing the actual figures in brackets:
1964 third quarter 163.1 (158.3); fourth quarter
18o"7 (17o’9); 1965 first quarter 179.7 (178.3);
second quarter 181.5 (187.3). The mean of these
four theoretical figures is 176.2 and the actual mean
173.7. The fit seems reasonable and the equation
may thus be useful for conditional forecasting,
especially in connection with medium-term pro-
jections.

It goes without saying that the equation is not
intended for short-term forecasting use. It would be
no different if the production term with the lead was
eliminated, as in practice information about imports
becomes available earlier than information about
production and one would predict production from
imports rather than the other way round. The
present model may, however, be used to check the
consistency of projected figures for production,
prices and imports.

5. IMPORT FUNCTIONS

It has been shown earlier that even within each
of the four categories of imports there have been con-
siderable changes in composition. It therefore seems
worthwhile to supplement the macro-analysis carried
out in the previous section by a more detailed
commodity analysis. For this purpose, annual data
at current prices have to be used and the statistical
treatment therefore follows a somewhat different
approach.

The basic data used are the value figures for

55 SITC divisions (or combinations of divisions)
which are given in the Appendix and which have
been utilised for the construction of Tables 6 and

7. Only the years from 1954 to i964 are used as
earlier years show too many irregular features to be
suitable for an econometric analysis.

The first step in the analysis consisted in express-
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FORSITC DIVISIONS

ing all original data as percentages of total final
expenditure on goods, as shown in the top half and
middle column of figures in Table 3. The per-
centages then add up to the series shown in rounded
form in the top half and last column of Table 3. The
relative constancy of this percentage of imports in
final expenditure on goods has already been
commented upon. It therefore seems natural to
investigate to what extent the import figures for
individual items also form virtually constant pro-
portions to final expenditure and in which cases
there are significant departures from a constant
ratio. The percentiges form the dependent
variables in the regression analysis which is to
follow and they are shown in Appendix Table A2.
Their mean value, standard deviation and coefficient
of variation are given in Table 1 I.



TABLE II: IMPORTS BY SITC DIVISION AS PROPORTION OF TOTAL FINAL EXPENDITURE ON GOODS,

1954-64 SUMMARY MEASURES

SITC
code

O0

OI

02

03
o4
05
06
07
08
09

ii
12

21

22

23
24
25
26
27, 28
29

32
33
34, 35

41
42
43

5I
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

71
72
73

81
82
83
84
85
86
89

Short description

Live animals ..............
Meat and meat preparations ........
Dairy products and eggs ..........
Fish and fish preparations ..........
Cereal and cereal preparations ........
Fruit and vegetables ..........
Sugar, sugar preparations and honey ......
Coffee, tea, cocoa, spices, etc .........
Feeding stuffs for animals ..........
Miscellaneous food preparations ........

Beverages ..............
Tobacco and tobacco manufactures ......

Hides, skins and undressed furskin ....
Oil seeds, nuts and kernels ........
Crude rubber.. ........
Wood, lumber and cork ........
Pulp and waste paper ........
Textile fibres and waste.. .. .. ..
Crude fertilisers and minerals, metal ores and scrap    ..
Crude animal and vegetable materials ......

Coal, coke and briquettes ..........
Petroleum and petroleum products ......
Gas and electrical energy ..........

Animal oils and fats ..........
Vegetable oils and fats ..........
Processed oils, fats and waxes ........

Chemical elements and compounds ....
Crude chemicals from coal, petroleum, etc. ..
Dyeing, tanning and coloizring materials ....
Medicinal and pharmaceutical products ....
Perfume materials, toilet preparations, etc. ..
Manufactured fertilisers ........
Explosives and pyrotechnic products ....
Plastic materials, cellulose and resins ....
Miscellaneous chemical materials and products ..

Leather, leather manufactures and dressed furskin ..
Rubber manufactures ........
Wood and cork manufactures .. .. ..
Paper, paperboard and manufactures thereof ..
Textile yarn, fabrics, made-up goods, etc. ..
Non-metallic mineral manufactures ....
Iron and steel ..........
Non-ferrous metals ..........
Manufactures of metal ..........

Non-electric machinery ..........
Electrical machinery and appliances ......
Transport equipment ..........

Plumbing, heating and lighting fixtures and fittings ..
Furniture ..........
Travel goods, il"andbags, etc .........
Clothing ..............
Footwear ....... ......
Instruments, optical goods, watches and clocks ....
Miscellaneous manufactured articles ......

Unclassified commodities and transactions ....

.°

°.

.°

.°

°.

..

.°

°.

..

..

.°

°.

°.

.°

.°

°.

°.

°.

.°

All merchandise imports ....

% final expenditure on goods, 1954-64
,

Standard Coefficient of
Mean deviation variation (%)

0"879 0"539 6i

o.o3° 0"008 27
O’OI7 o"o13 76
O’I2I 0"036 30
1"313 0"340 26
1"o66 0’062 6
o’321 O’103 32
I’235 o’378 3I
o’5I4 o’o84 16
O’O73 0’031 42

O’307 0"032 1o
0"602 o’o91 I5

O’O96 0"026 27
0"102 0"022 22

o’195 0"036 i8
o’7ol 0"20I 29
0"263 0.042 16
1.1o2 o’113 IO

o’347 0’O37 II

0"286 o.1oo 35

i "427 o’404 28
2"728 o’394 14
0"023 O’OIO 43

0’058 0"025 43
o"149 o.o21 14
0’032 0’009 28

0"384 o"o41 II

0’038 o"o13 34
0"204 o’o17 8
o’4o4 0"055 I4
o"124 O’OI7 14
o’761 0"075 IO

o’o38 0"0o4 II

0"323 0"171 53
0"295 0"047 16

O"195 0"032 16
o’I94 0’022 i1
o.214 0"038 18
0"88I o.o8o 9
2"370 o’134 6
o’37o 0"056 15
o’969 o’113 I2

o’488 0.082 17
I’I00 0’I2I 1I

3"4o4 0"553 16
1.263 0"358 28
2’737 o. 14o 5

o’I83 o’o36 20

o’o43 o.oi6 37
0"020 0"009 45
0"252 0"052 2I

0"055 o’o18 33
o’3o9 o.o46 I5
o’947 0"090 IO

2"520 0"200 8

35"073 x’161 [ 3

,Source: Derived from Appendix Table A2.
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These 55 percentages, denoted by w, are all taken
as linear functions of the same three variables xl, 12
and 13. For the first variable xl, the natural
logarithm of final demand for goods at constant
prices has been chosen, subtracting the i953 value.
11 multiplied by Ioo thus represents approximately
the percentage increase in final demand over i953
and for the years I954-64 it assumes the following
values: o.ooo, o.osz, -o.o06, --O’OIl, --0"022,

0’060, o’Izl, 0.203, o.235, o.3oi, o.378. With the
help of this variable the hypothesis may be tested
that more or less than proportionate increases in
imports for the particular commodity group are
associated with economic growth. Furthermore, if
bt is the regression coefficient, the expression
i +bx/~A can be considered as a kind of average
income elasticity of the particular import demand.

The variable x~ is simply time, taken as o for 1953.
It is introduced to test the hypothesis that the
import percentage w is subject to a steady increase
or decrease over the observation period.

As the data are measured in value terms, changes
in relative import prices are not reflected in the
figures insofar as they are offset by proportional
quantity changes in the opposite direction; and as
far as they are long-term changes they may be
confounded with the trend effect. Allowance must,
however, be made for changes in customs duties
which bring about changes in import quantities
without being reflected in import prices, imports
being valued before duty is paid. The main difference
has been between the years i956 and 1957 on one
and the remaining years on the other hand, as these
two years saw the main effect of the import levies.
This factor has therefore been handled by a dummy
variable xa, being I in i956 and i957 but O other-
wise. The variable tests the hypothesis of specific
effects being associated with the import levies,
apart from thegeneral effect of reducing total final
expenditure.

If the percentage of all merchandise imports
among the final demand for goods is regressed on
11, 0:2 and xa the equation obtained is

w=36"325 +13"377xl--°’4438x2--I’138xa-ku (7)
(3"324) (o’I318) (o’5o6)

(R2---.833
)

The coefficient of 11 appears significant at the x %
level and the associated income elasticity is 1.38.
The trend, significant at the 5% level, suggests an
autonomous decline of 4½ percentage points per
decade. Although of doubtful statistical significance,
the coefficient of xa indicates that the import per-
centage was reduced by one percentage point below
its normal level in 1956 and 1957. With only xz

i6

observations over time, autocorrelation tests are not
required.

For the 55 import percentages, regressions were
constructed on the full set of variables x~, ~¢z and xa;
but variables which were not significant even at the
lO% level or which did not materially improve the
fit of the equation to the data, were subsequently
dropped. Some judgment rather than a strict
statistical criterion was used; in some cases, variables
which appeared significant at the xo% or even 5%
level were dropped if a high value of R~ was obtained
without them.

It was found in the first instance that in the case
of six items, mostly foodstuffs, no satisfactory
statistical explanation by any of the independent
variables was possible, because the variations were
either very small or of an irregular character. The
items concerned are: meat and meat preparations
(oI); dairy products and eggs (oz); fruit and vege-
tables (05); sugar, sugar preparations and honey
(o6); crude rubber (23); and transport equipment
(73). For these goods, the import value can be said
to have been virtually proportionate to total final
expenditure during 1954-641 the proportion being
given in Table 11. The inclusion of transport
equipment in this category may cause some surprise.

For the remaining items, the regressions chosen
explain between 3o% and 95 % of the variations in w,
and the numerical results are summarised in Table
12. The interpretation of the results is effected with
the help of Table 11 and followS.

Firstly, the specific effects of the import levies
and other factors associated with the years i956 and
I957 upon the pattern of imports appear to be
relatively limited. In these years imports of the
following items declined significantly more than
proportionately with final expenditure: fish and fish
preparations; cereal and cereal products; coffee, tea,
cocoa, spices, etc.; tobacco and tobacco manu-
factures; dyeing, tanning and colouring materials;
leather, leather manufactures and dressed furskin;
rubber manufactures; manufactures of metal; non-
electric machinery; instruments, optical goods,
watches and clocks; unclassified commodities and
transactions. The sharp fall in these imports was
partly offset by relatively high imports of textile
fibres and waste and of petroleum and petroleum
products, whether due to a low sensitivity or to high
prices in 1956-57. For other commodities, imports
in i956 and I957 fell approximately in proportion to

total final expenditure on goods. It may also be noted
that when the years 1956 and 1957 are excluded,
imports of textile fibres and waste and of rubber
manufactures followed the general trend of final
expenditure.

Next consider the commodity groups for which
the elasticity of imports with regard to total final



TABLE I2: RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS
FOR SITC DIVISIONS

SITC
code a hi ha b~l R2

DO ° o 0’057 +o"I37o N "711
o3 .. 0’201 +0"323 --o.o19° --0"030 "834
04 .. 1"855 --0.0757 --0"480 ’557
o7 .. 1"912 --o.io18 --0"364 .690
08 .. 0"424 +0"0150 "347
o9 .. o.o63 +o’319 --0’0047 .98i
II .. 0’255 +0.0086 "8IO

12 .. 0’687 --o.419 --o.i9° "623

2I .. o’I29 --0’0055 "480
22 .. o.116 --o"114 "534
24 .. 1"174 +2"769 --o.1347 ’864
25 .. 0"316 --0.0088 ¯ 491
26 .. 1"o72 +o’164 "345
27, 28 .. 0’322 "[-0"201 ’574
29 .. 0"356 --0"582 .646

32 .. 2"139 --o.1186 ¯ 946
33 .. 2"844 -- 1.726 +0"508 "931
34, 35 .. 0"007 --o’151 +0"0056 .686

4I .. 0’093 --0.0058 "581
42 .. O’I8I --0"0053 "685
43 .. 0.028 +0"038 ’348

51 .. 0"29° --0.305 +o’o217 "847
52 .. 0"057 -- 0"0031 .646
53 .. 0"243 +0"092 --0"0079 --O’OI4 "811
54 .. 0"308 +o’o16o "924
55 .. o"I37 +o’251 --0.0072 "866
56 .. o’671 --0"859 +0"0322 "428
57 .. 0"043 --0.o008 "385
58 .. 0’021 +0"0504 ’95I
59 .. 0"247 +o.oo79 "318

61 .. o"I72 +o’oo51 --0.04I
"773

62 .. 0"201 --0"036 "417
63 .. 0’296 +0"405 --o’o219 "698
64 .. 1 "070 +1"144 --0"0546 .886
65 .. 2"590 + I’725 --o’o715 "561
66 .. 0"377 +0"680 --o’o15o "929
67 .. o.891 +0.648 "624
68 .. 0"427 +0"504 "717
69 .. I"o56 +0"523 --0.107 "679

71 .. 3"o24 +3"50I --o’237 ’933
72 .. 1"144 +3’6o5 --0.0527 "929

81 .. 0’232 +0"58I --0’0198 "898
82 .. 0.060 +0"259 --0.0080 "937
83 .. 0.026 +o’I29 --o.oo36 "887
84 .. o.361 +o’793 -- o.o34z "825
85 .. o’o14 --o"136 +o.oo97 "914
86 .. 0"280 +0.280 --0.028 "95o
89 .. 0’896 +0"420 "414

9 "" 2.670 --o.679 --0’372 .400

OI, 02, 05 "~ 4"366 /
06, 23, 73 Y

Total .. 36.4Ol +14"219 --o’471o --I’227 !

expenditure appears to differ significantly from i but
which do not exhibit a significant trend. These items
and their respective elasticities, are as follows:
tobacco and tobacco manufactures o.3o; oil seeds,
nuts and kernels --o.I2; crude fertilisers and
minerals, metal ores and scrap 1.58; crude animal
and vegetable materials --1.o3; petroleum and

petroleum products 0.37; processed oils, fats and
waxes 2.19; iron and steel 1.67; non-ferrous metals
2’03; manufactures of metal x.48; non-electric
machinery 2’03; instruments, optical goods, watches
and clocks I’91; miscellaneous manufactured articles
1.44; unclassified commodities and transactions
o.73. In the majority of eases we have high elasticities,
and low elasticities are in some instances the result
of special factors such as the effect of the new oil
refinery on the cost of petroleum imports.

In a number of other eases, imports seem to move
in proportion to total final expenditure but to be
subject to a trend. This trend is in the upward
direction for imports of: live animals; feeding stuffs
for animals; beverages; medicinal and pharma-
ceutical products; plastic materials, cellulose and
resins; miscellaneous chemical materials and prod-
ucts; leather, leather manufactures and dressed
furskin. A downward trend, on the other hand, is
observed for: cereals and cereal preparations; coffee,
tea, cocoa, spices, ete.; hides, skins and undressed
furskin; pulp and waste paper; coal, coke and
briquettes; animal oils and fats; vegetable oils and
fats; crude chemicals from coal, petroleum, etc.;
explosives and pyrotechnic products.

The remaining eighteen commodity groups show
a more complex behaviour. A positive association
with growth, combined with a negative trend, is
found for imports of: fish and fish preparations;
miseellaneous food preparations; wood, lumber and
cork; dyeing, tanning and colouring materials;
perfume materials, toilet preparations, etc.; wood
and cork manufactures; paper, paperboard and
manufactures thereof; textile yarn, fabrics, made-up
goods, etc.; non-metallic mineral manufactures;
electrical machinery and appliances; plumbing,
heating and lighting fixtures and fittings; furniture;
travel goods, handbags, etc.; clothing. In the eases
of miscellaneous food preparations and of electrical
machinery and appliances the trend effect is small
and the elasticity of imports with regard to total
final expenditure is high. The reverse of negative
association with growth and a positive trend is rarer
and only applies in the eases of: gas and electrical
energy; chemical elements and compounds; manu-
factured fertilisers; footwear.

It may be noted that the built-up equation for all
imports obtained by adding the significantregression
coefficients listed in Table 12 is very close to the
estimated import function (7). Thus Table 12 may
be used to give a micro-analytic content to the
macro-equation (7). It shows, for example, that the
positive association with growth in (7) is largely
explained by the results for both non-electric and
electrical machinery; similarly the negative trend is
particularly marked for cereals, tea, wood, coal and
allied products.
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6. EXPORTS AND THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

It has been shown that the pattern of imports has
undergone substantial changes. In the case of some
commodities, demand has stagnated or substitution
of imports by home-produced goods has occurred on
a large scale; imports of other commodities, however,
have increased sharply. Nevertheless, the value of
all merchandise imports together has remained a
virtually constant proportion of final expenditure on
goods, i.e. personal consumption of goods plus
investment plus merchandise exports, all measured
in current prices. This feature may be contrasted
with the behaviour of exports.

Table 13 shows the value of merchandise exports
at current prices, both in absolute terms and as a
proportion of all final expenditure on goods. Live
animals form about one-third of the export total
and indications are that they follow a quite different
rhythm from that of other exports, therefore the
two classes of exports are also shown separately.
The distinction between live animals and other
exports is believed to be more meaningful than a
largely arbitrary division into agricultural and
industrial exports.

T^BLE x3: MERCHANDISE EXPORTS, z953-64

Exports as % of final expenditure on goods
i

Export value (£ million)
Year

All
merchandise

Live Other
animals goods

Live
animals

Other
goods

15"7
14"2
II"8

11"6

x3"9
x4’5
14’8
16.4
17"Z
16"4
I7"O
16"ag

15"0

All
merchandise

6"3
8"0
7’9
8"4
9’8
8"2
6"3
6’8
7’6
6"1
6"3
6.9

32’7 8I’8
4I’6 74"z
44"6 66"3
45 "4 62’7
54"3 77"0
47"3 84"0
39’2 9I’4
44"7 xo8"o
55"4 Iz5"x
47"5 126’9
52’8 143’2
66"7 155"9

21"9
"’2"2

19’7
20"0

23"6
22’7
2I’I

23"I

24"8
22"5
23"3
23’1

114"5
115"8
XxO’9
xo8’r
13I’3
131’3
13o’6
152’7
18o’5
I74"4
196"o
222"6

1953 ......
z954 ......
z955 ......
z956 ......
x957 ......
I958 ......
1959 ......

I962 ......

I963 ......
1964 ......

Mean proportion     .. 7’4

Source: Exports from Irish Statistical Bulletin and Trade Statistics of Ireland (I953 and 1954 figures adjusted); percentages
based on total in Table 3.

Between 1953 and 1964, visible exports approx-
imately doubled in value. The rise in exports did
not follow a steady trend but occurred exclusively
between 1956 and 1957, between 1959 and 1961
and since i962; in other periods exports remained at
a steady level or declined. The irregularities in the
course of exports are largely accounted for by the
behaviour of live animal exports for which large
fluctuations appear to be superimposed upon a rising
trend. Other exports as a whole fell between 1953
and 1956 but subsequently showed a steady increase,
although the increase between I96I and 1962 was
negligible.

Seen as a percentage of final expenditure, total
merchandise exports also fluctuated considerably,
varying between 19"7% and 24.8% between 1953
and x 964, with a coefficient of variation of 6.6 %. The
corresponding percentage for imports varied during
this period between 33’1% and 36.9%, the co-
efficient of variation amounting to 3"2% only.

The share of exports in final expenditure thus
varied substantially from year to year and its
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fluetuations cannot be ascribed to live animal
exports alone; if these are omitted, the range within
which the percentages lie is even greater--between
11"6% and 17.2%. Variability is considerable for
both live animal and other exports, live animal
exports having the smaller standard deviation--
1.13 against x.83--but the higher coefficient of
variation--x6% against 12%.

Both classes of exports also exhibit considerable
short-term fluctuations, as measured by variations
within calendar years for quarterly export value in
absolute terms (not as percentages). A seasonal
analysis similar to that presented for imports in
section 3 has been carried out for the two export
categories, based on the period 1953-64. The
seasonal indices obtained for each quarter are as
follows:

I !
Live animal exports Io8"4 ] 89’5 I xo8"8 93"3
Other exports 92’3I     95"5[    xoz’9 Io9’3



Both seasonal patterns are very marked and quite
distinct from each other, live animal exports being
high in the first and third quarter while other
exports are highest in the fourth quarter. For exports
other than live animals, the seasonal element
accounts for most of the quarter-to-quarter variation
w~thin years. This is not the case for live animal
exports for which the irregular element is dominant.

Thus live animal exports are subject to larger
short-term fluctuations than the remainder of
merchandise exports. In the medium long-run,
however, both export categories are subject to
substantial changes in relation to total final expendi-
ture, or which comes to the same, in relation to
home expenditure. In the long run, there is some
tendency to stability, at least for all exports in
relation to domestic expenditure.

Whilst there is thus a long-run tendency for
exports and domestic expenditure to move in the
same direction and proportion, this does not apply
in the short run, and adjustments which tend to
bring about long-term stabilky do not appear to
become effective until a period of a few years has
elapsed. The causal direction of the relationship
between exports and home expenditure or produc-
tion is not obvious and has in general terms been
the subject of some controversy. It will be assumed
here that the economic growth is at least partially
export-led and that domestic expenditure tends to
adjust itself to the level of exports.

Write a for the year-to-year change in merchan-
dise exports at current prices in £ million and h for
the corresponding change in home expenditure, i.e.
expendkure on goods minus merchandise exports.
Based on the first differences i953-4 to i963-4 the
estimated regression of h on x together with terms
lagged one and two years x-1 and x-s, is as follows:

h = -’oi + I ’o38x + I "365x_1 + I "oI7x_~ +u

(o’768) (o’757) (o’85I)
(Sa)

(R2=’398)

Although the individual regression coefficients are
not accurately estimated it can be stated that there
is no evidence of current export changes exerting
a larger influence on home expendkure than changes
in each of the two preceding years. The hypothesis
that each of the three years has equal influence
would be quite acceptable and the equation then
becomes

h = - I ’o4 + I ’ I78(x +x-1 +x-n) +u

(0"495)
(8b)

(R~=’386)

In either case there appears to be no significant time
trend in the original variables, and the autonomous
changes in home expenditure are substantial but
have zero mean and do not tend systematically in an
upward or downward direction.

The picture is thus one of large autonomous
changes in consumption and investment at home,
combined with gradual adjustment in these totals to
the level of exports. Thus the ratio of exports to
domestic expenditure is subject to large variations.
Imports, on the other hand, tend to follow the level
of all final expenditure fairly closely, with the result
that exports and imports do not move hand in hand
in the short run. Whilst a balance of trade deficit is
an invariable feature, the size of the deficit may thus
vary a good deal from year to year, and with a less
variable invisible export surplus the balance of
payments fluctuates correspondingly.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The rates of increase in imports of individual

items show marked contrasts, and their pattern
differs even within the bundle of commodities
which have been imported in sharply increasing
amounts during the last decade. In some cases such
as plastics, the increase in imports has been associ-
ated with the growth of new products and gradual
transformation of the industrial structure and has
thus been fairly steady; in other cases such as
machinery, the rising imports have been associated
mainly with the economic growth initiated at the
end of the i95os. Moreover, although imports of
manufactured and semi-manufactured goods have
generally risen faster than final expenditure as a
whole in response to economic growth, the effect

has in several instances been more than counteracted
by a falling trend, as in the case of clothing.

Nevertheless it remains true that the greatest
expansion in imports has occurred among manu-
factures and semi-manufactured goods, including
chemicals and machinery. Import demand for these
goods appears to be highly elastic with regard to
final expenditure in general, at least in the short-run.
A relative lowering of import prices combined with
a high price elasticity also appears to have con-
tributed towards expansion of import demand in
these cases, even in terms of current prices.

Imports of crude materials in volume terms kept
pace with industrial production, their movements
preceding those in production by about half a year;



in value terms they also kept pace with total final point below its normal level. Nevertheless, the main
expenditure on goods, which shows a lower quantum impetus toward a reduction in the total import bill
increase than industrial production but contains at that time came from a reduction in total demand.
a substantial price increase element. For the food Thus the scope for reducing imports without at the
group, the increase in imports has been more same time reducing home production appears to be
moderate and has been combined with substantial severely limited.
changes in composition. Import demand for the The ratio of exports to home expenditure, on the
fuel group has been subject to a low income other hand, is subject to wide variations, and the
elasticity and possibly a declining trend as far as process of bringing the two into balance is slow. It
coal is concerned; these imports have shown the follows that falling exports or even a failure of
least rise and have lost quantitatively in importance, exports to expand rather than excessive imports

There remains the fact that measured in value appear to be the root of balance of payments
terms, the import content and the home production troubles. A rise in merchandise imports to new
content of final expenditure have moved practically record levels perhaps tends to cause undue concern
in line with each other. As far as import substitution in the public eye. The fact that an increase in
took. place, it tended to set up new import require- imports is a more or less inevitable feature
ments, be it for investment goods in connection with accompanying economic growth may well be
raw capital formation or for materials and consumer overlooked.
goods, from the production of which domestic Attention should thus be primarily directed
resources have been switched to production of new towards the level of exports rather than that of
goods, imports. Economic growth need not necessarily be

This does not mean that it is impossible, even in led by exports; but without an appropriate expansion
the short run, to reduce the import content of final in exports, growth can hardly be maintained for any
expenditure. The measures taken in x956-57 length of time without leading to a balance of pay-
succeeded in bringing the percentage of merchandise ments deficit which, given the level of the capital
imports to final expenditure on goods about one inflow, is above tolerable limits.
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APPENDIX
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TABLE A2: IMPORTS BY SITC DIVISION AS PROPORTION OF TOTAL FINAL EXPENDITURE ON GOODS,
1954-64

(%)

SITC
div. 1954 I955 I956 1957 I958 I959 196o 1961 1962 I963 1964

0"077 0’083 0"201 I’O78 1"o54 1"o37 0"675 1.565 I’I62 I"383 1.356
)I o’o3o 0"038 o’o16 o’o34 0"035 0"035 0"042 0"022 0"024 0"027 0.026
~2 0"056 O’Ol4 o’o12 o’oo8 o.oI3 0"022 O’OIO 0"0II 0"015 0"014 o.oi1
)3 o’173 o.188 0"130 o’o75 o"1o4 0"104 0"I17 0"096 0"I30 o’1o8 0’I06
)4 1"415 2" I O0 1"253 o’966 1’353 1’75I x’o93 1"266 I"o83 I"115 1"051
~5 1"o55 1"215 I’o51 I’O56 1"138 I’O29 o’98I I"o27 1.o52 1.o66
~6

1"052
0.3oo 0"520 o.332 o’4o9 0"295 0"366 o.151 o’216 o.212 o’357 0"368

~7 1"819 I’913 0"848 1"534 I’I45 1"291 1-18o 1.1o2 0"984
~8

o’731
o’498

I"o33
0"422 o’429 o’441 0"602 o’427 0"506 0"536 0"682 0"590 0"523

)9 0.060 0"066 0"053 0"035 0’040 o’o49 o’o67 0"092 0’102 O’IIl o’128

[I 0"265 0"284 0"290 0"275 0"289 o"312 o’297 o"314 0"343 0"368 0"339
[2 o’679 o’656 0’469 0"532 0"697 0’552 o’745 o’631 0"634 0’538 o’488

o’I26 o’1o9 o’123 o"102 0"113 o"124 0"045 o"o71 0"084 o’o83 o’o76
~2 o"Io4 0"III o’Io4 0’I36 0"139 o’o99 o.o88 0"095 o.o7o o.o88 0"075
~3 o"141 0.260 o’195 o’196 o.183 0"230 o’236 0"204 o’I78 o’17° o.154
~4 0"993 1 ’o44 0"906 0’520 0"447 o’486 o.688 o’632 o’598 0"694 o.7o6
~5 o"315 o’319 o.281 0"257 0"238 0"244 0.24° o’216
~6

0"322 0"257 o’199
x "045 I’oi5 I.i85 I’287 o’959 I’O54 1.312 I’O95 I’082 1"o19 I’070

~7, 28 0.34° 0"303 0"369 0’279 0.329 o’324 0"347 0"365 0"364 0"400 0’392
~9 o’345 o’435 0"295 0"336 0"330 o’429 0"212 0’227 0"232 o’I67 0"I35

32 1"9o6 2.Ol4 1"942 I’695 1"445 I’301 1’256 1’228 1"o36 I’008 O’869
33 2"583 2"889 3"362 3’373 2.868 2.868 2"681 2"506 2"411 2"288 2"I79
34, 35 O’OI3 0"010 0"027 0.032 o.o41 o’o37 0"023 O,Oli o-o16 0’020 0"022

1 0.088 0"096 0.092 0.040 0"036 0.065 0"059 0"060 0’046 0’022 0"035
12 0"I82 o’165 0"157 o"156 o.149 o’162 o’I67 o"133 o’x25 O’IIO o"134
13 o’o31 0’033 O’O3O 0"033 0.028 0"026 0"025 0’025 0.026 0"051 o’o48

I 0’299 0’327 0’365 o’373 o’392 o’419 0"424 o.4ol 0"378 o.412 o’429
~2 o’o51 o’o46 0’052 0"054 0’053 0"029 0.022 0.028 0"029 o’o31 0"025
~3 0"246 0"222 0"201 o’199 o.192 0"207 0"208 o.192 o’196 o’189 o"I92
~4 o"315 O’343 0"332 o’372 o’397 0"429 0"440 0"445 o’453 0"450 0"472
~5 o"131 o’132 o’115 o’118 O’IO0 o.ioo o"113 o"132 o.126 o’15I o’ISI
6 0"702 0’726 o’679 0"893 0"829 0"869 0’756 o’681 o’721 0"794 0"716

i7 0"042 0.042 0.042 o’o4o o.o31 0"039 0"042 0’036 0"032 0"038 O’O33
;8 0’095 0"147 o"155 0"232 0"269 o’314 o’343 o’375 o.416 o’566 O’64O
~9 0’225 0"272 0.288 0"254 0.260 0"302 o’339 o’368 0"370 0’292 O’273

)I o"187 o.17o o’i56 o"141 o’178 0"221 0.228 0’21I o’193 0’224 0"238
)2 o.221 0"201 o"I64 o’166 o"178 o"183 0"223 0"226 0.204 o.i81 o’189

)3 0"254 O’3OO 0"209 0"224 0’211 O’I7I o"198 o"177 0"I75 0.200 0"230
)4 o’987 I "027 0"948 0"83° 0"792 0"790 o’864 o’856 o-812 0.860 0"928
)5 2"645 2"388 2"4o9 2.248 2"3o9 2"101 2"400 2"362 2’476
~6

2"353 2"375
o’365 o’362 o’36o 0"315 o’296 0"326 0"342 o’395 0"389 o’437 o.488

)7 o’84o o’946 1"Ol9 0"743 o’933 o’889 1"o15 1.o49 1"o38 1"o49 1.141
$8 o"414 o.483 0"472 o’376 o’389 0"528 0’494 0"478 o’518 o’546 o’67o
)9 I’0oI 1.o92 o’989 0.900 1"177 o’975 i.o67 1"222 1"245 1.218 1’209

I 3.166 3.119 2.860 2’654 3"oo8 3"220 3"252 3"683 4"o18 4’307 4"161
72 I’IOI 1.186 1.o91 0"827 o’97° 0"937 x’148 1"3o6 1.64o 1"786 1"9o3
73 2"723 2"639 2"831 2.466 2"968 2’721 2"751 2"899 2’709 2"599 2"803

31 0"210 o’217 o"191 o"135 o’133 o"152 o’154 0"17I 0"201 0’209 o’239
~2 0"052 0’058 0"037 0"022 0"024 0"026 o’o3o 0"044 0"053 0.065 o.o66
33 0"024 0"022 0’020 0"010 0"010 o.oo9 0.oi5 0"021 o’o23 0"034 o’o36
~4 o’313 0’341 0.266 0"235 0"217 o"177 0"203 0"2II 0"233 o’269 o.311
35 0’024 0"029 o’o38 o’o47 0.066 0"062 0.07o o’o71 0"074 0.062 o.o66
~6 0.286 0"307 0.25° o"251 o’291 0"278 o’297 o’333 o’351 o"371 0"388
39 1"o36 o’898 o’893 0’835 0"922 o.941 o’858 o’896 0"952 1’o58 1"125

9 2"522 2"535 2"324 2’285 2"734 2"544 2"7o3 2"826 2"540 2"556 2"156

TOTAL 35"II6 36’879 33"908 33"13o 34"399 34"383 34"277 35"920 35"341 36"41o 36’044

,~ource: Derived from Table AI and total final expenditure on goods given in Text Table 3.



TABLE A3: VOLUME OF IMPORTS EACH QUARTER
I953-64

(1953 average = ioo)

TABLE A4: QUARTERLY IMPORT VOLUME INDEX

1953
I954
1955
1956
I957
1958
I959
196o
1961
1962
1963
1964

Year
Quarter

Year
I         II        III        IV

99"2
Io4"o
I16"4
I09"8

9I’1
96’1

111"7
I15"7
133"3
I35"6
137"6
172"3

96"5
96.0

lO4"8
95’1
87’4

lO4.4111"6
113"7
I36"1
134"I
I58"5
I78’3

92"4
92"2
99"o
79"7
82’5
9o’3

lO4.8
lO6’1
123.8
13o’o
137’5
158’3

III’9
99’6

II0’0

87"I
94"O

IIO’l

IlO’I

122"3
I3o"4
I49’o
171"5
17o"9

.,

Source: Irish Statistical Bulletin, Trade Statistics of Ireland.

TABLE AS: QUARTERLY VOLUME OF PRODUCTION,
TRANSPORTABLE GOODS INDUSTRIES, 1953-64

Year

1953 ..
I954 ..
1955 ..
1956
1957 ..
1958 ..
1959 ..
196o ..
1961 ..
1962 ..
1963 ..
1964 ..

90"9
95"8

I00’2

io6.1
98"3

lO3"2
lO4’2
119"o
129"9
I37"6
141"8
I57"9

(1953 average=ioo)

II

101"5
lO4.6
lO9"5
lO8.8
lO8.8
11o.9
122’7
I3O"7
143"5
I52"4
154"9
173"1

III

102’4
104’9
lO7"3
101"2

IO1"6
Io2"7
119.2
125"2
136"5
14o"7
153"1
168.3

IV

I05"2

IO5’4
113’5
lO5"8
11o.9IO9"3
I23’o
I30"8
142"7
I53"8
164.o
I75’6

,Source: Irish Statistical
1964 figures provisional.

NUMBERS I953-64(I953 average=Ioo)

Food, ddnk
and tobaeeo:

I953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
196o
I961
1962
1963
1964

Crude
materi~s:

1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
I958
I959
196o
I961
1962
I963
1964

Fuds and
lubdcants:

I953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
196o
1961
1962
1963
1964

Miscdlaneous
goods:

1953
1954
1955
1956
I957
1958
1959
196o
1961
1962
1963
1964

Quarter

I II III

I04"2 92’9 84’8
72"6 59"9 56"5

lO7"5 77"7 54"2
73 "4 45’4 47"5

~8’5 58"o 58’4
6"2 63"3 59"1

88"7 83.2 79"I
74"9 71"0 58"9
9o’7 97"2 lO5"2
87"2 96"3 92"2
97"4 106"2 92"0

119"8 121"3 95"8

96’4 86"I 94"0
lO6"O 99’7 I16"9
131"6 I17"9 124"2
117"7 118.6 lOO"3
11o"7 I01"0 94"3
lO8"O lO5"1
I46"1

93"5
I14"I lO7"3

132"4 129"o 127"5
15o"5 14o’o I25"5139"2 127’9 141"2
152"3 16o.o 158"2
175"6 I54"3 18o’8

98"7 95’7 I02’3
lO9"9 lO6"5 IIO’O
11o’9 117"9 124"8
132"8 .I28"7 lO4"5

74’0 134"8 88-9
105"1 IO4"6 I12"0

125"9 I28"3 116"3
127"8 lO6’4 125.o
121"7 126"7 131"8
120"3 131.I 13o’9
116’3 139.8 I22"I

14I’5 122"0 131"1

95’2 98"7 95"8
12o.6 II5"3
118"5

93"2
II2’6 III’2

I20"2 Io7.7 86.1
96"9 85’5 88"5

lO8.8 I22"7 100"I
115"5 118.2 114’6
129"7 132"5 12o"4
152"9 155.6 131"2
16o’8 153"3 I46"2
159"2 186"7 159"1
203’4 220.6 19o’6

Quarter

IV

118"0

83"2
86.o
53"0
80.0

113.o
87’0

IO0"I

1o9"o
117"2
143"9
123"5

I2Y5
I25"3
I18’8
I14"4
lO3.1
I17"3
125"5
I42"4
I27"4
17o"2
166"o
172"9

lO3’4
lO6"8
134"6
114’9
113"4
110"3
lO9"4
126"5
131"9
123’9
139"6
142’2

Bulletin and C.S.O. statements;

IIO’4
IOI’2

114.3
92"5

100"7
lO5"3
ii9.o
129’o
14o’3
I66"2
192"2
I99"5

,Source: Derived from Trade Statistics of Ireland with help
of C.S.O. import price index numbers.
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TABLE A6: QUARTERLY. WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX NUMBERS, 1953-64 (1953 average=loO)

General For personal Crude products More elaborately
consumption transformed products

Year and
Quarter Imports Home Imports Home Imports Home Imports Home

production production production production

I953 I lOO’8 IOO.4 99’6 99’9 lOO’7 lO2"2 lOO.2 ioo.o

II 1oo.3 lOO’6 lOO"8 IO0"I ioo, i lO1"3 i00.3 lOO.2
III 99"4 99"6 lOO"3 99"8 99"2 98"1 99"7 lOO.1
IV 99"5 99"4 99’4 100"4 99’7 98’6 99"7 ioo,o

1954 I 98"5 98"9 99"5 99’6 98’0 96’6 lOO.7 99’3
II 98"6 98"9 99"5 98"5 98"1 98"4 lOO’4 98"9
III 99"3 97"7 I01 "2 97"9 99"4 97’I Ioo.4 98’9
IV 99’0 97"6 100"8 98"5 98"3 99’o lOO.5 98"6

I955 1 99’7 lOO’9 99’9 99’2 98"9 111’4 1o2"5 98"9
II lOO.7 lO1"9 101"6 99’2 100"3 113’7 Ioy4 99"3
III 1oo.9 IO0’l 102’3 98"5 I00"2 lO3"1 lO3"9 I00"3
IV lO2"4 lOl.8 107"5 lO1"5 I03"0 lO6’9 lO4"7 IOI "8

1956 I 103"1 ioo.9 lO8"7 1oo.I lO4"O ioI’o lO4"9 lO2’7
II lO7"1 lOl.8 II4’7 lOl.5 iio, i 97"0 lO7’6 lO5’3
III ILO.8 IOi,I 119"7 I02"2 116"3 89"3 IIO’2 lO7’O
IV 112"7 lO1’2 122"9 lO3"3 I18"I 89’7 112"4 lO7’8

1957 I 113’9 104"2 124’4 lO3’5 II8"2 100’2 II3’I lO8’4
II 114"8 107"8 I14’6 lO7"4 II8"O lO3"1 112’4 110"4
III I14"9 11o’3 121’9 III"7 I18’7 lO5’4 112"4 113’I

IV 114"I IIO’2 I21’8 II2"6 II7"5 lO5.2 112"8 113"3

1958 I 113"4 1II’7 I2I’2 112"7 II6"I lO6’5 112’8 114’6
II 111"6 113"2 121’3 113"8 115"1 11o’9 112"2 115"2
III 11o’9 xIY3 119’7 114’1 114’3 IIO’O 112"3 115"2
IV 110’2 112"5 117’9 115’4 II3"O lO8"9 112"4 115"3

1959 1 IIO"3 114"o 117’4 114"6 112"3 114’6 113’2 115"1

II lO9"4 II4"5 115"6 114’o 111"3 116"2 IiI’7 115"1
III lO9’6 112"0 116"1 II3"O IIO’6 lO2"5 II2"l 115"6

IV lO9"5 111"7 115’o 114"0 IIO’6 lO3"O 111"8 II6’O

196o I iio’i II2’4 114"1 IIy6 I10"6 lO6"4 112’7 116’7

II Io9"9 113"2 114"5 114"4 III"3 lO5"5 II1’7 I I7.4

Ill IlO’l I12"4 115’3 114"6 11o’7 99"9 II3’0 117"8
IV 109"9 II2’0 114.6 116"1 IIO"3 98.6 113"3 117.8

19611 IO9’7 113’5 115’8 115"9 IIO’I 104’4 I13’5 118.4
II IIO’I 114"3 117’3 II6’7 110"8 104"4 114"4 i19’2

III 1II’5 113"8 120"0 117"o 113"0 99"8 114"8 12o.5
IV iii’8 114"7 118.8 117’7 112"5 lO2"5 115’9 121"9

I962 I 111’6 116.8 117"7 118"6 II2"8 lO7"4 115’2 123"6

II IiyO 118"6 121"3 12I"O 115"2 lO7"9 116’6 I25’9

III 113"I 118.5 12o"9 122"0 115"4 lO4.6 116’5 126"7

IV 112"6 118"1 II8"I 122"4 ii4’2 102"0 116’5 127"1

1963 I 112’7 119"2 118’1 122"5 114"7 lO6’7 116’6 127"2

II 114"I 119"5 12o’9 121.7 IX6"5 lO7"8 117"1 127"6

III 115’2 119"3 124’I 121.9 117"7 lO5"2 I17"I 128’1

IV 116"1 119"9 IZI’I 124"3 I18"3 lO6.6 I17"o 128.8

I964 I 118.6 123’3 123’4 124’8 122’2 113"3 118’2 131’3

II 120"2 127"5 124’7 128’5 123"7 12o’7 119.6 135’2

III x21"5 128"3 124’7 13o"3 I25"9 12o.6 119"4 136"2

IV i21"1 129’2 I22"9 I3I’6 124.8 i21’5 119"7 137’o

Source: Irish Statistical Bulletin
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